Radiator fan relay test

Checking the operation of a fan relay on your vehicle is an easy procedure. Just keep in mind
that many modern cars use electronic relays. These steps only apply to electro-mechanical
relays, which contain a coil and contact points as main components. The most common
problem on these relays is an open or shorted coil and burned points that block the flow of
electrical current after years of use. Look at the markings on top or side of the relay case and
locate the two control circuit terminals, which connect to the relay's coil, and the two power
circuit terminals, which let electrical current pass to the fan. If your fan relay does not have
markings on it, you will have to consult the cooling fan wiring diagram found in your vehicle
service manual. See the Tips section at the bottom for more information. Connect the leads of
an ohmmeter to the power terminals on the relay. Set the ohmmeter to the lowest range. You
should read infinite resistance. If you read any amount of resistance, the relay contacts are
stuck closed and the relay should be replaced. Hook one end of a fused jumper wire to one of
the relay control terminals and the other end to the positive terminal of the car battery. Attach
the end of a regular jumper wire to the other terminal of the control circuit on the relay and
touch the other end to ground on your vehicle. As you touch ground with the jumper wire, you
should hear a click sound coming from the relay. This means the relay contacts are operating
normally. If you do not hear the click sound, replace the relay. Leave the jumper wires
connected to the relay control terminals if you heard the click sound in the previous step. Using
your ohmmeter as described on step 2, check for continuity at the relay's power terminals. Now
you should read zero resistance. If you get infinite resistance from the ohmmeter, the relay
contact points are not letting electric current flow through. Replace the relay. Since Dan Ferrell
has contributed general and consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His work has
appeared in Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Photo courtesy of Leonard
G. Step 1 Look at the markings on top or side of the relay case and locate the two control circuit
terminals, which connect to the relay's coil, and the two power circuit terminals, which let
electrical current pass to the fan. Step 2 Connect the leads of an ohmmeter to the power
terminals on the relay. Step 3 Hook one end of a fused jumper wire to one of the relay control
terminals and the other end to the positive terminal of the car battery. Tips You can buy a
vehicle service manual for your particular car at most auto parts stores or consult one for free
at most public libraries. If the relay does not have markings on it to differentiate the control and
power terminals, try looking at the wires connecting to the relay contacts under the fuse block
or power junction on the vehicle. In most cases, the two thin wires connect to the control circuit
and the two thick wires connect the power terminals on the relay. Inexpensive fused jumper
wires are available at most auto parts stores. Home Articles Relay Test How to Test a Relay
Easy step by step procedure to test an automotive relay, this information pertains to all relay
controlled circuits. Step 1 - A relay is used to control switch a high amperage electrical circuit
with a low amperage one, for example a radiator fan can pull up to 25 amps when in use, which
would burn the computer circuit that controls it, a relay is used to bridge this circuit to prevent
electrical damage. If this information is not available, check the owners manual or Google
Images. Relay Identification Step 4 - Once the relay has been identified, gently grasp or touch
the relay in question, have a helper turn the ignition key to the on position, then crank the
engine over, the relay should click in one of the ignition switch positions. If so the trigger circuit
of the relay electrical system is working, if not continue to next step. Note: If the relay clicks and
the circuit is still not working there is a good chance the contacts inside the relay have shorted.
Feel Relay Action Step 5 - Next, remove the relay for inspection, grasp the relay and pull
outward while slightly wiggling the relay housing, note the orientation of the relay, it must be
installed the correct direction. Removing Electrical Relay Step 6 - Once the relay has been
removed, inspect the relay terminals for signs of extreme heat or corrosion. Inspecting Relay
Terminals Step 7 - The relay is mounted in four electrical terminals housed in plastic and when
overheated due to overload or resistance caused by a poor connection can distort and melt.
Inspect Electrical Terminals Step 8 - Use as small metal scribe or tool to scrape clean any
corrosion to ensure a good connection once the new relay is installed. Clean Electrical
Terminals Step 9 - Most relay's describe the internal circuit by an illustration on the side of the
relay. Relay Terminal Identification Step 10 - Each terminal is identified at the relay base. Relay
Terminal Identification Base Step 11 - To test the trigger or primary side of the relay set up a test
light by connecting a scribe to a test light clamp, being illustrated in the picture below while
testing the tail light socket. Scribe in Test Light Clamp Step 12 - Once the test light is set up
connect each end to terminals 86 and Now start the vehicle and operate the accessory switch,
the test light should illuminate, if not the switch or circuit ground has shorted. Note: if the
circuit is computer controlled a delay could be programmed into the operation of the accessory,
additionally if a cooling fan is being tested the engine must reach operating temperature before
the computer will trigger the circuit. Use the test light grounded to check for power, and then

switch the test light lead to the power side of the battery to check for circuit ground. Testing
Circuit 86 and 85 Step 13 - Next, use a piece of wire automotive wire 20 to 16 gauge and strip
both ends exposing the copper wire. Turn the ignition to the "ON" position and jump terminals
87 and 30 the relay is now jumped and the accessory should activate, if so the relay has failed. If
no power is observed at either 87 or 30, the fusible link or maxi fuse has shorted. Example:
Testing the radiator cooling fan relay, the cooling fan should be operating. Testing Circuit 87
and 30 Step 14 - When replacing a relay be sure to match up the terminal location from the old
relay to to the new unit. New Relay Step 15 - When installing the new relay be sure the
orientation is correct or the relay will not work. Reinstall Relay Cover Additional Testing. When
a particular two wire accessory is not operating, use a grounded test light to check for power at
the wiring harness either wire. If there is no power, the electrical system must be tested starting
with the fuse then the relay. If power is present use the test light connected to battery power to
check the ground circuit. Some relay's can differ from this configuration but follow the same
principle. To confirm the wiring configuration consult a wiring diagram from Google Images or a
service manual. Step 1 - To test for intermitted relay failures which are common, remove the
relay in question, take a small wire strand, about two inches long and insert it into the relay
connector terminal 87 or Step 2 - Next, reinstall the relay while keeping the wire strand inserted
and clear of any other terminals or metal ground. Step 3 - With the wire strand secured in the
relay terminal, attach the wire to a small automotive bulb and socket and ground. Note: A side
marker bulb and socket work great because of its small size, make the wires long enough so the
bulb can be seen while driving. Step 4 - Temporarily mount the small bulb in a visible area to be
seen while driving, masking taped to the hood or dash works well. Step 5 - This test can be used
to test all aspects of the wiring circuitry by moving the bulb ground to power. The bulb will now
illuminate when the relay is use, and will go out to signal a failure. A relay is switch that utilizes
an electrical trigger signal to activate. Once activated the relay connects an electrical supply to
a particular accessory. These accessories can range from the main computer PCM powertrian
control module , radiator fan, fuel pump, door locks etc. There are two tests that should be
considered when dealing with a relay problem, is the problem with the relay itself or is the
problem a power or ground issue. A relay is prone to failure when used for a long periods of
time hot or when the amperage of the accessory has increased beyond its designed use. A rely
should be considered as two separate halves, the primary side which utilizes an electromagnet
to close the secondary electrical circuit. The second half of the relay is the "switch" that
controls power to a particular accessory like a fuel pump or ignition system. In short, when the
primary side of the relay electromagnet is activated, it closes the contacts switch to supply
power to operate the accessory. Home Articles Relay Test. How to Test a Relay. Easy step by
step procedure to test an automotive relay, this information pertains to all relay controlled
circuits. Difficulty Scale: 4 of 10 Step 1 - A relay is used to control switch a high amperage
electrical circuit with a low amperage one, for example a radiator fan can pull up to 25 amps
when in use, which would burn the computer circuit that controls it, a relay is used to bridge
this circuit to prevent electrical damage. Testing Fuses. Relay Identification. Feel Relay Action.
Removing Electrical Relay. Inspecting Relay Terminals. Inspect Electrical Terminals. Clean
Electrical Terminals. Relay Terminal Identification. Relay Terminal Identification Base. Scribe in
Test Light Clamp. Testing Circuit 86 and Testing Circuit 87 and New Relay. New Relay Installed.
Reinstall Relay Cover. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! This tutorial will walk you through the
process of bypassing your 1. These two are pretty easy and simple tests and I've included all of
the illustrations you need to get the job done without complications. Since in this tutorial we're
only troubleshooting the radiator fan motor relay and its circuits, you'll find the radiator fan
motor test here: How To Test The Radiator Fan Motor 1. Since the radiator fan motor relay is
one of the main components that gets your Honda Civic's radiator fan motor to run.. Your
Civic's radiator fan motor relay is located in the under-hood fuse box. So that you can find its
location in the under-hood fuse box , I've painted it neon green in the illustration above. If you
remove the radiator fan motor relay, you'll notice that its socket in the under-hood fuse box has
four female terminals. Each terminal provides a specific signal. Since we're gonna' be testing
these radiator fan relay circuits in the under-hood fuse box , here's a brief description of each:.
There are four separate tests in this tutorial and each one is designed to take the complete
novice through the entire troubleshooting experience in a step-by-step way. I thought I did
once, but I was wrong. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Radiator
Fan Relay Test 1. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: Honda 1. Applies
To:. Honda Vehicles: Civic DX 1. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! As
a result, using a cooling fan relay solves this problem. A relay uses a relatively small electric

current that can turn on or off a much larger electric current. A relay is basically an
electromagnet a coil of wire that becomes a temporary magnet when electricity flows through it.
You can think of a relay as a kind of electric lever. Why is that useful? As the name suggests,
many sensors are incredibly sensitive pieces of electronic equipment and produce only small
electric currents. But often we need them to drive bigger pieces of apparatus that use bigger
currents. Relays bridge the gap, making it possible for small currents to activate larger ones.
One of the first symptoms commonly associated with a bad or failing cooling fan relay is; an
engine that runs hot or overheats. Non-functional cooling fans are another common symptom of
a potential problem with the cooling fan relay. If the relay fails, it will be unable to supply power
to the fans; and as a result they will not operate. The engine may also run hot and overheat, too.
The typical electric cooling fan circuit includes a temperature sensor, a relay, a control module
and the fan motor. The relay is the component that fails most often; so be sure to test the relay
as well as its power supply and ground connections. A good relay coil will typically read 40 to
80 ohms. If resistance is high, the coil may still be working but it is failing; or it may not work
when electrical loads are high. If the coil has no resistance, it is open and has failed. Replace
the relay. Another simple relay test is to shake it. If you hear something rattling inside, the relay
armature is probably broken. Finally, if you suspect that your cooling fan relay, may possibly be
having issues, have it checked. When was the last time you checked to see if you had, a bad
radiator cap? Engine antifreeze coolant plays a very important role; in keeping your cooling
system functioning efficiently. So, the main purpose of engine antifreeze coolant is to; prevent
water from freezing. While at the same time; raising [â€¦]. The exact moment in the process of
starting in which you find yourself stuck; will [â€¦]. Most of the images displayed are of
unknown origin. We do not intend to infringe any legitimate intellectual right, artistic rights or
copyright. Cooling Heating. February 15, Cooling Heating. January 1, Cooling Heating. No Start.
January 29, No Start. Before jumping into bench testing the radiator fan motor relay, we're
going to check that the relay is getting power on socket terminals 2 and 3. Relay terminal socket
2 gets power from fuse 4 20 Amp in the under-hood fuse box. Fuse 4 is the radiator fan motor's
power source, once the fan relay is activated of course see photo 3 of 5. Relay terminal socket 3
gets power from fuse 14 10 Amp of the under-dash fuse box. Fuse 14 provides power for the
relay's coil and is one part of the relay's control circuit the other part is the radiator fan switch
see photo 4 of 5. The location of the condenser fan relay is pin-pointed in image 2 of 2 see
photos above. Remove the radiator fan relay from its place on the under-hood fuse box. Check
female terminal labeled 2 for 12 Volts. Battery power should be present at all times in other
words: whether the key is in the on position or not. Place your multimeter in Volts mode. Touch
the red multimeter test lead to terminal socket 2. Black test lead to Ground see the photo 1 of 2
above. Check terminal socket labeled 3 for 12 Volts with the key in the On position position II.
Touch the red multimeter test lead to circuit 3 female terminal. Black test lead to Ground. Your
multimeter should register 12 Volts for both parts of this test. Remember: Female terminal 2, of
the radiator fan relay socket, is hot all of the time. Female terminal 3 has power only with the
key in the On position position II. So far so good, since this is the correct and expected test
result. The next step is to jumper terminals 1 and 2 of the radiator fan relay socket. Recheck
your multimeter settings and connections and retest. If you still don't get 12 Volts, then this
usually means that fuse 4, in the under-hood fuse box, is blown. Check the fuse and replace if
necessary. If the fuse is blown, this is usually due to the fact that the radiator fan motor is bad.
To test the radiator fan motor itself, see this tutorial: Radiator Fan Motor Test 1. If you still don't
get 12 Volts, then this usually means that fuse 14, of the under-dash fuse box, is blown. Check
the fuse and replace if necessary and retest. After confirming that radiator fan relay terminal
sockets 2 and 3 have 12 Volts DC, the next step is to use a jumper wire and jumper together
terminal sockets 1 and 2. This test will tell us two things: One: that the wiring between the relay
socket and the radiator fan motor is OK. Two: indirectly tell us that the relay is not working. If
you open them up permanently, with the jumper wire, you'll need to replace the entire fuse box.
Jumper female terminals 1 and 2 of the radiator fan relay socket of the under-hood fuse box.
The radiator fan motor should come on , as soon as the two terminals are jumpered together.
Remove the jumper wire once you've confirmed that the radiator fan has or has not come on.
CASE 1: The radiator fan came on. This is the correct and expected test result. This test result
confirms the following important things:. The next step is test the radiator fan switch. Double
check all of your test connections and make sure that the radiator fan motor is connected to its
connector and repeat the test. If the radiator fan motor still doesn't activate and in TEST 1
terminal 1 of the relay socket has power, then the radiator is bad and needs to be replaced.
Now, if I where in your shoes, and if I hadn't already, I would test the radiator fan motor directly
by applying power and Ground to it manually. Some people dream of things that never were and
ask, Why not? As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying

purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Radiator
Fan Relay Test 1. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. All Articles: Honda 1. Applies To:. Honda Vehicles:
Civic DX 1. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! So, extra cooling is not
needed, when a cold engine is first started. As a result, the engine cooling fan, does not come
on until the engine reaches, normal operating temperature. The fan will then cycle on and off as
needed, to maintain the proper coolant temperature. So, the fan runs mostly at idle or low
speed, when the engine is at normal temperature. Most fans should come on, when the coolant
reaches about to degrees. Your engine cooling fan will not work if you have a blown fuse. In
general, most vehicles on the road have two types of fuses. Older cars have glass,
cylinder-shaped fuses, with stainless steel on the ends and glass in the middle. Most newer
cars have a different style of fuse that uses a plastic housing; with the fusible link encased in
the housing. So, the easiest way to check it is visually. Check it for a continuous wire with no
breaks. Using a multimeter is another good way. So, if you find a blown fuse replace it. That
may be all you need to get back on the road. Engine cooling fans can and do wear out. Unplug
the fan connector closest to the fan. Make up some jumper cables. Then connect them directly,
from the battery to the fan motor, to see if it spins. Consequently, if it does not spin it is blown.
Replace it and you are back on the road. So, a fan failure or a failure of the fan relay or control
circuit is bad news. Because, it can allow the engine to overheat. On applications that have
variable fan speeds; the engine may also overheat, if the fan speed fails to increase when
additional cooling is needed. The fan may work but it only runs at low speed. Which may not be
fast enough to prevent overheating. In general there are six things that may prevent, an electric
cooling fan from coming on:. On most systems; there is a coolant temperature switch that turns
the fans on and off. So, locate the coolant temperature switch and unplug it. But, be sure you
have the right one. Because, some vehicles have as many as three:. So, with the engine running
and the coolant temperature switch unplugged, the fan should come on. When it reaches that
temperature; the switch closes and turns the fan s on. So, cooling fan motors are an important
component to any engine cooling fan assembly. And, play a key role in keeping the car at safe
temperatures, during idle and low speeds. Finally, if you suspect that your cooling fan motors
may be having an issue; do some testing to see if you can fix it yourself. Engine oil mixed with
coolant in the cooling system, Is very common after a blown or leaking head gasket. So, You
opened your coolant reservoir or the radiator cap and see that the coolant and [
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â€¦]. Radiator Caps are designed to ensure that the; prescribed pressure in the cooling system
is maintained at all times. Radiator Caps do this by, allowing air to escape, when pressure
exceeds a preset amount. Engine stalling problems can be hard to find and are often sensor or
temperature related. Engine stalling is more likely to occur during cold weather or when starting
a cold engine. So, this kind of [â€¦]. Most of the images displayed are of unknown origin. We do
not intend to infringe any legitimate intellectual right, artistic rights or copyright. Your engine
cooling fan, only runs when needed to help cool the engine. So, a engine cooling fan, relay or
control circuit failure is bad news. The engine coolant sensor or a separate engine temperature
switch, is used to monitor engine temperature. Single Engine Cooling Fan. Automotive Leaks.
February 19, Automotive Leaks. Cooling Heating. January 6, Cooling Heating. Engine Problems.
December 27, Engine Problems , Poor Performance.

